
Remcon plastic bins can make you a

Remcon plastic bins may cost more up front compared to cardboard combos and inferior plastic bins, but as  
John knows the way to save company money over the long-term is with durable Remcon plastic bins.

CONTACT US TODAY  
for a personal demonstration of our EXCLUSIVE BIN SAVINGS CALCULATOR or try  
it online at www.remcon.com/cost-savings-calculator to see your specific savings!

Bob and his company fill 50 combos a day on average.  
They also have about 100 full combos in storage on any  
given day. During their peak season, the demand for  
cardboard combos rises by 50%.

They spend a significant amount of time reordering,  
assembling and disposing of cardboard combos. They  
have not wanted to switch to plastic bins because they  
believe cardboard is cheaper. 

      Who really saves the company money?

  Bob Mary John
  Cardboard Inexpensive plastic Remcon plastic bins
  combos bins washed by hand washed by hand

 Total cost 
 over 5 years $604,913 $281,672 $214,241
 

Total savings 
 over 5 years

 $0 $323,241 $390,672                                 
    Backed by Remcon’s  
    5 year guarantee

 
Total savings 

 over 10 years $0 $690,756 $958,959
    Many Remcon customers have  
    bins that last 10 or more years!

Plus, making the switch to Remcon 
plastic bins today will also result in: 

• Less purchasing activity  

• Less receiving activity  

• Less inbound freight

• Less waste 

•  Improved environmental  
impact 

•  Improved sanitation in  
your facility

This is Bob. He uses cardboard combos.

  Total Cost Over 5 Years     $604,913 

  Total Cost Over 5 Years     $214,241 

John and his company will only buy Remcon plastic bins. 
They have bought the cheaper plastic bins in the past, and 
they have experienced the pain and additional costs that 
come from the never-ending cycle of cracking, breaking, 
and continual purchasing of replacement bins.

They fill and store at the same levels that Bob’s and  
Mary’s companies do. They also experience the same 
peak demand. They need 338 Remcon plastic bins. 

This is John. He uses long-lasting Remcon plastic bins.

Mary and her company shop for the cheapest price. 
Sometimes they save up to 25% up front compared  
to other bins on the market. Consequently, these bins  
crack and break. This creates a potential contamination 
problem, but they just replace the bins as needed.

They fill and store at the same levels that Bob’s company 
does. They also experience the same peak demand.  
They need 338 plastic bins to handle their production. 

This is Mary. She uses inexpensive plastic bins.

  Total Cost Over 5 Years     $281,672 

Worst
solution

BETTER
solution

BEST
solution

No reordering costs!
We guarantee your Remcon plastic bins will  
last a minimum of 5 years, or we will replace  

them for FREE if there are defects due  
to materials or workmanship.

BEST solution

ü
ü

superhero.superhero.



Remcon Plastics, Inc. 
208 Chestnut St., Reading, PA 19602-1809

Phone: 610.376.2666
Toll-free: 1.800.360.3636 

Fax: 610-375-4750

www.remcon.com  •  info@remcon.com

Call us today!
Durable material handling solutions. 

Products that last. 

“You can always buy cheaper bins, but this Remcon bin will  
last you a long time. We’ve never thrown one away. You have  
to look at the long-term effect on your investment. We are  
very satisfied with the way they last and hold up.”  
–Jack Foulke, John F. Martin & Sons

“The biggest difference between the Remcon bins and the  
other bins I used is, first and foremost, the durability. You can  
see the quality, the thickness. They don’t crack.”  
–Steven Feldhammer, Wonder Meats, Inc.

“Remcon stands for quality and durability. They stand  
behind their products and help improve your bottom line.  
I tried another bin because it was cheaper, and it did not  
work at all. I went right back to Remcon.”  
–Tom Freimuth, Deli Brands of America


